COURSES AVAILABLE FOR PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE:  ACCT 201, ACCT 202, ACCT 341, ACCT 342, ACCT 351, ACCT 371

AGRICULTURE:  As recommended by the Department

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:  BIOL 100, BIOL 101; BOT 200; ZOOL 200

CHEMISTRY:  CHEM 201, CHEM 202, CHEM 331, CHEM 332

COMPUTER SCIENCES:  CS 101

DIETETICS, FASHION MERCHANDISING & HOSPITALITY:  ATM 170; HM 151, HM 159

ENGINEERING:  ENGR 105


ENGLISH:  ENG 180, ENG 280

GEOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE & METEOROLOGY:  GEOG 100, GEOG 110

GEOLOGY:  GEOL 110, GEOL 112, GEOL 115

HEALTH SCIENCES & SOCIAL WORK:  HE 120, HE 121, HE 123

HISTORY:  HIST 105, HIST 106, HIST 115, HIST 116

KINESIOLOGY:  KIN 102

LAW ENFORCEMENT & JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION:  FS 101, FS 102, FS 103, FS 210, FS 211, FS 212; LEJA 101, LEJA 306, LEJA 307, LEJA 345, LEJA 404

MATHEMATICS & PHILOSOPHY:  MATH 133, MATH 134, MATH 137, MATH 138, MATH 139, MATH 231; STAT 276

MUSIC:  MUS 165, MUS 166, MUS 181/183 (credit awarded only for both courses), MUS 265, MUS 266, Or as recommended by Department

POLITICAL SCIENCE:  POLS 122

PSYCHOLOGY:  As recommended by Department

SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY:  As recommended by Department

THEATRE & DANCE:  As recommended by Department

Note: Departments not listed above do not offer proficiency credit at this time.  
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